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RVA Aerospace Systems Limited has had a long and rewarding relationship with Kitchener Aero for more
than 15 years. In the beginning when we were trying to develop products and to get established in the
international marketplace, Kitchener Aero was very patiently providing us with technical support and
advice with virtually no prospect of immediate benefit.
In the late 1990s, RVA was able to secure contracts with the Civil Aviation Authority of Chile for three
Navaid Flight Inspection systems installed in a Cessna Citation and King Air aircraft. In the 2000s, several
multi-million dollar contracts were signed with the Civil Aviation Authority of China for five advanced F.I.
systems installed into five Cessna XLS business jets. Kitchener Aero was our major sub-contractor for all
of these very successful programmes and was responsible for well over a million dollars worth of time and
materials for each aircraft..
Kitchener Aero reliably fulfilled the following responsibilities in it’s capacity as the major subcontractor for
all the RVA programmes.













Project management assistance relating to all aircraft and logistical matters.
Close coordination with RVA and close liaison with other sub-contractors, particularly with the
Design Approval Representatives.
Support in defining, supplying and installation of all avionic units and components used in the RVA
console and in the aircraft modifications.
Coordination with Cessna and their support centres for aircraft modifications as well as
operational and maintenance matters.
Wiring the consoles to RVA drawings.
Wiring and providing cables for the modifications to the aircraft.
Installation of all additional aircraft antennas, system controls, cockpit display changes, aircraft
power supplies.
Installation of the consoles and ancillary equipment into the aircraft.
Assistance in ground testing of the aircraft and flight inspection systems.
Preparation and support of the aircraft for flight tests, liaison with airport and NavCanada
personnel as required.
Providing hangar space for the aircraft, and performing aircraft maintenance.
Hosting the Chinese authorities, and assisting in difficult negotiations in getting US and Chinese
Certifications.

All of the above responsibilities were accomplished by Kitchener Aero in a very competent and
professional fashion. Business has always been discussed in a calm and friendly atmosphere.
RVA has been very satisfied with it’s relationship with Kitchener Aero, and would certainly recommend
this company to any potential customer who has a requirement for work similar to that provided on the
above programmes.
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